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1 Overview

Research on a Machine and Deep Learning Framework to Retain Customers based on their
Lifetime Value was implemented utilizing Python language. The system requirements and
how to perform this project is provided as instructions in this manual.

2 System requirements

2.1 Hardware requirements

Operating System Type: Windows 10, 64-bit operating system (x64-based processor)
RAM: 8GB
These are the hardware requirements which satisfies the implementation.

2.2 Software requirements

Google Colab is necessary to execute the Python Code. The other tools employed are
Overleaf and Microsoft Excel. Browser required is Google Chrome/Firefox and to use
Colab Pro for mounting drive, a Gmail account is needed.

3 Implementation

Dataset collection: The online retail sales data set is extracted from the data source:https:
//archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Online+Retail+II. There will be a file entitled
(online retail II.xlsx) that may be downloaded in one click

Storing of data in colab: The dataset should be maintained in any location on Google
Drive in order to access it during code execution.

The newly generated colab notebook is shown in Figure 1. To mount the drive using
Google Colab, trigger the google drive symbol (third icon) on the left panel of the top
three icons.

On clicking drive icon, notebook will prompt you for authentication. A code will be
emailed to your Gmail account, which you may copy and paste under area to enter au-
thorization code.
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Figure 1: Data Panel of Google Colab

Figure 2 potrays the drive files in the left pane after the google drive was successfully
mounted.

Figure 2: Visibility of mounted drive

To begin, some of the common libraries necessary for developing a Model have been
downloaded and installed. These tools and libraries have all been updated to their most
recent versions. Figure 3 displays the libraries that must be imported before the data
can be loaded.
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Figure 3: Importing the required libraries

The dataset directory within the drive in the left panel has to be copied by right
clicking and an option appears as copy path. The copied path should then be inserted
inside the brackets of read excel() function as illustrated figure 4.

Figure 4: Setting data drive directory

The cell will now execute when you hit Shift+Enter, and the dataset will be success-
fully loaded. Also, Run all Cells could be selected for one time execution.
The implementation stages can then be carried out in the sequence specified in the Py-
thon code.

Required Packages & libraries: The Data science functions and plotting methods
can be accessed by importing the corresponding libraries.

These are the libraries that must be imported into the colab notebook in order to create
models for customer lifetime value prediction, as illustrated in Figure 5.

The installation of the lifetime package is shown in Figure 6. This software must
be loaded before the beta-geometric and gamma-gamma models can be used to forecast
future purchases and expenditures.
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Figure 5: Necessary libraries for models and evaluation methods

Figure 6: Installation of Lifetime Packages
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Keras and Tensorflow packages are needed for model building of Deep Neural Networks
along with other parameters which is presented in Figure 7

Figure 7: Libraries for DNN

Remaining implementation steps: The provided Python code may be run in a single
click by selecting the runtime button from the main menu after importing the dataset
into the colab notebook as described before.

After successfully importing the dataset, click Runtime, and then run all.

Figure 8: Colab Notebook Main Menu

4 Conclusion

To successfully execute the entire code in Google colab, follow the instructions listed
above. The colab has built-in support for 12GB RAM, ensuring that the code runs
smoothly and quickly. The Run time environment should be switched to GPU for faster
execution and performance.
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